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Experience Improves Feature Extraction in Drosophila
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Previous exposure to a pattern in the visual scene can enhance subsequent recognition of that pattern in many species from honeybees to
humans. However, whether previous experience with a visual feature of an object, such as color or shape, can also facilitate later
recognition of that particular feature from multiple visual features is largely unknown. Visual feature extraction is the ability to select the
key component from multiple visual features. Using a visual flight simulator, we designed a novel protocol for visual feature extraction to
investigate the effects of previous experience on visual reinforcement learning in Drosophila. We found that, after conditioning with a
visual feature of objects among combinatorial shape-color features, wild-type flies exhibited poor ability to extract the correct visual
feature. However, the ability for visual feature extraction was greatly enhanced in flies trained previously with that visual feature alone.
Moreover, we demonstrated that flies might possess the ability to extract the abstract category of “shape” but not a particular shape.
Finally, this experience-dependent feature extraction is absent in flies with defective MBs, one of the central brain structures in Drosoph-
ila. Our results indicate that previous experience can enhance visual feature extraction in Drosophila and that MBs are required for this
experience-dependent visual cognition.
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Introduction
Many species can perceive multiple visual features of an object.
Fruit flies can also learn to recognize a particular visual feature,
such as color, shape, and motion (Quinn et al., 1974; Menne and
Spatz, 1977; Desalomon and Spatz, 1983; Ernst and Heisenberg,
1999; Srinivasan et al., 1999; Tang and Guo, 2001). In Drosophila,
the memory traces of two visual features (elevation and contour
orientation of the object) are localized in two groups of neurons
in the fan-shaped body of the central complex (Liu et al., 2006).
Furthermore, the memory for color and shape cues can be re-
trieved separately after compound conditioning with objects ex-
hibiting both features (Tang and Guo, 2001). In addition, visual
perception can also be modulated by previous experience in both
vertebrates and invertebrates. Training monkeys to track targets
of a particular color leads to a selectivity in the responses of fron-
tal eye field neurons toward stimuli exhibiting that color (Bichot
et al., 1996). In honeybees, previous experience also enhances
visual pattern discrimination for differently shaped and camou-
flaged figures (Zhang and Srinivasan, 1994). In the present study,
we investigated whether flies can be conditioned to recognize a
particular visual feature from objects with other distraction fea-
tures and whether previous experience with a particular feature

helps subsequent recognition of that feature among combinato-
rial features.

The mushroom bodies (MBs) constitute an important brain
structure in insects (for reviews, see Heisenberg, 1998; Zars, 2000;
Heisenberg, 2003), and are essential for olfactory learning and
memory in Drosophila (Heisenberg et al., 1985; De Belle and
Heisenberg, 1994; Connolly et al., 1996). Studies have shown that
MBs are also required for some visual cognitive processes, such as
context generalization (Liu et al., 1999) and choice behavior fac-
ing conflicting cues (Tang and Guo, 2001). Recent reports have
shown that MBs can also regulate sleep in Drosophila (Joiner et
al., 2006; Pitman et al., 2006). Here, we examined whether Dro-
sophila MBs are also involved in experience-related visual feature
extraction among combinatorial features.

In the present study, by using a flight simulator, we demon-
strated that previous experience enhances shape or color feature
extraction among objects with combinatorial shape-color fea-
tures in Drosophila. In addition, Drosophila MBs are required for
this experience-dependent visual feature extraction. Our findings
indicate that the Drosophila brain can use previous experience to
improve certain visual cognitive abilities.

Materials and Methods
Drosophila strains. Flies were cultured on standard medium as described
previously (Guo et al., 1996) at 25°C and 60% relative humidity with a
12 h light/dark cycle. Wild-type Berlin (WTB) and mutant MB minia-
ture1 (mbm1) flies with a WTB genetic background were used. Hydroxyu-
rea (HU)-treated flies were obtained by following the previous procedure
(De Belle and Heisenberg, 1994) with WTB. CantonS (CS) flies also
served as an additional wild type. Female flies (3– 4 d old) were briefly
immobilized by cold anesthesia and then were glued (Locktite UV glass
glue) by their heads and thoraxes to triangle-shaped hooks (0.05 mm in
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diameter) the day before the experiment. Flies
were then kept individually in small chambers
and were fed with a sucrose solution overnight.

Apparatus. The device was a flight simulator
that was originally built by Reichardt and Wen-
king (1969) and improved by Heisenberg and
Wolf (1979, 1988) (Wolf and Heisenberg,
1991). The flies with hooks were fixed to a
torque meter (Goetz, 1964) in the center of a
circular panorama (44 mm diameter) that
could be rotated by a fast electric motor. The
torque meter measured each fly’s angular mo-
mentum around its vertical body axis and ro-
tated the panorama around the fly by a negative
feedback mechanism. This arrangement al-
lowed the tethered flies to stabilize and choose
their flight orientation with respect to the pan-
orama by adjusting their yaw torque. Flight ori-
entation (panorama position) was recorded
continuously and stored in the computer (sam-
pling frequency, 20 Hz) for additional analysis.
The panorama was divided into four quadrants
with the visual objects at their respective cen-
ters. An infrared laser beam was switched on
when the flight orientation was in the punished
quadrants and switched off in the safe quad-
rants. For conditioning, the object in one quad-
rant was symmetrically grouped with the object
in the opposite quadrant.

Visual stimulus. Upright Ts or inverted Ts
measured 40° vertically and 40° horizontally.
The bars of Ts were 12° wide. Horizontal bars
were 12° long and 40° wide. The colored Ts or
horizontal bars were printed on ink jet trans-
parency films with a color printer (Epson
Photo 925; Epson, Long Beach, CA). Visual
stimuli were presented to flies in a dark back-
ground. The luminance of different colored ob-
jects was calibrated with a luminance meter
(LS-100; Minolta, Osaka, Japan).

Data analysis. The fly’s performance was
evaluated quantitatively over 2 min blocks us-
ing the “preference index” (PI), which is de-
fined as follows: PI � (t1 � t2)/(t1 � t2), where
t1 is the time the flies spent heading toward the safe quadrants (two
opposite quadrants), whereas t2 is the time heading toward the quadrants
with the punishment (other opposite quadrants). PIs were averaged for
further statistics in the test period. One-way t test was used for every
comparison (***p � 0.001; **p � 0.01; *p � 0.05; two-sided p value).
Error bars in the figures are SEMs.

Results
Experience-dependent shape feature extraction
As shown in Figure 1A (left), there were four different objects.
The objects were groups based on the different visual features.
Horizontally, the shape feature was the main distinguishing com-
ponent of the groups. Vertically, the color feature was the main
distinguishing component. The ability to select this key compo-
nent from multiple features is considered as visual feature extrac-
tion. To study a fly’s ability to perform visual feature extraction,
we designed a novel protocol for training the fly to extract either
color or shape features among objects with combinatorial color-
shape features in a flight simulator (see Materials and Methods).
The panorama of the simulator was divided into four quadrants,
with visual objects in the dark background located at the center of
the quadrants. For shape feature extraction, the identical T pat-
terns (upright or inverted Ts) with different colors were symmet-

rically arranged in the opposite quadrants (Fig. 1A, right). Then,
the flies were directly conditioned to avoid upright or inverted Ts
by punishment with an infrared laser beam. We found that WTB
flies showed poor performance in learning to follow the shape
feature (Fig. 1B), with preference indices (PIs) close to zero (Fig.
1D). A similar poor performance was also observed in CS wild-
type flies (Fig. 1B,D). In sharp contrast, when these flies were
conditioned to recognize objects with only a single shape feature
(white upright or inverted Ts), they exhibited excellent abilities in
shape recognition (with high PI in block nine) (Fig. 1C). Thus,
wild-type flies exhibited a generally poor ability to learn to extract
the shape feature of an object when the shape feature was pre-
sented with distraction features, such as color.

To examine whether previous experience can improve visual
feature extraction in Drosophila, we first conditioned the flies to
learn the shape feature alone (for four blocks) and then tested
their ability to recognize that trained shape feature among objects
with combinatorial color-shape features (Fig. 1C). As described
above, the flies were able to track the object with the conditioned
shape (block nine), and the addition of the color feature during
the test period did not interfere with the ability to extract the
shape feature (blocks 10 –12) in both WTB and CS flies (Fig.
1C,D). These results imply that previous training with shape fea-

Figure 1. Experience-dependent shape feature extraction in Drosophila. A, The paradigm of visual feature extraction. Left,
Feature grouping for four differently colored T patterns. The shape feature was the main component to distinguish the difference
of the horizontal groups (solid line boxes), whereas the color feature was the main component to distinguish the vertical difference
(dashed line boxes). Right, Illustration of shape feature extraction in the arena of a flight stimulator, with the same shape but
different color patterns in opposite quadrants. B, The flies were directly trained to track the upright or inverted Ts (shown as the up
panel) with the 24 min protocol of pretest (yellow), training (brown), and test (yellow). Both WTB and CS wild-type flies exhibited
poor ability (blocks 9 –12) to extract the shape feature from objects with combinatorial shape-color features. C, The flies were fully
trained to learn the shape feature alone, then retested with combinatorial shape-color features (shown as the green histograms).
Wild-type flies recognized the shape feature (blocks 10 –12) after previous training. D, Statistical analysis demonstrated that
previous training significantly improves shape feature extraction in wild-type flies. The numbers indicate the numbers of trained
flies in each case. Red horizontal lines in this figure and the following figures indicate the PIs in the test period, which were
averaged for statistical analysis.
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ture alone could subsequently improve shape feature extraction
from objects with combinatorial color-shape features.

Different levels of previous experience may have different ef-
fects on visual perception in animals. In honeybees, increasing
experience with longer training trials results in greater generali-
zation of visual feature assemblies (Stach and Giurfa, 2005). To
further investigate the effect of previous experience on visual
reinforcement learning and memory in the visual feature extrac-
tion paradigm, we introduced two other levels of previous expe-
rience to the flies. Prior exposure of WTB flies to the shape feature
alone without conditioning had no effect on shape feature extrac-
tion after conditioning with the shape feature among objects with
combinatorial shape-color features (Fig. 2A). However, previous
“partial” training with the shape feature alone (blocks four to
five) (Fig. 2B), which was insufficient for inducing significant
memory for the shape feature (blocks six to eight), led to signifi-
cant PIs in shape feature extraction after subsequent recondition-
ing with the shape feature among objects with combinatorial
shape-color features (blocks 16 –18) (Fig. 2B). To exclude the
possibility that blocks four and five during the course of partial
training had prolonged the duration of conditioning (six blocks,
compared with four blocks) (Fig. 1B), perhaps leading to signif-
icant PIs during the test period, we designed a 36 min protocol
without previous experience to train the flies to extract the shape
feature from objects with combinatorial shape-color features.
Therefore, compared with the protocol in Figure 1B, an addi-
tional training of two blocks was introduced in this control ex-
periment. As shown in Figure 2C, wild-type flies (WTB) also
showed poor performance in shape feature extraction after six
blocks of training. Statistical analysis revealed that partial train-
ing significantly improved shape feature extraction among com-
binatorial shape-color features in WTB flies (Fig. 2D). Similar

results were also found in CS wild-type
flies. Considering the above experiments
(Figs. 1, 2) on shape feature extraction,
under conditions of no previous experi-
ence with the shape feature (“null experi-
ence”), exposure to the shape feature
without training (“no training”), as well as
“partial training” (two blocks) and “full
training” (four blocks) with the shape fea-
ture, all of these results suggest that previ-
ous experience with a particular visual fea-
ture helps to enhance the fly’s ability to
extract that feature from objects with mul-
tiple visual features.

To further explore whether the flies are
capable of extracting the abstract category
of “shape,” but not the particular “T”
shape, we performed the following exper-
iment. First, the flies were partially trained
to avoid upright/inverted Ts in the shape-
alone paradigm, and then they were re-
verse conditioned to avoid inverted/up-
right Ts in the combinatorial shape-color
paradigm. If the flies possessed abstract
abilities in visual feature extraction, we
would expect good performance during
the test period. In contrast, if the flies re-
membered only the particular T shape, we
would expect poor performance during
the test period, because the shape in the
second training period is different from

the previous trained shape. We found that WTB flies showed a
good ability to track the correct shape feature, after the reversal
training (Fig. 3A,C). A similar result was also observed in CS flies
(Fig. 3C). As a control, we also partially trained the flies with the
color feature (blue/green horizontal bars with identical height)
instead of the shape feature in the pretraining period. Conse-
quently, both WTB and CS flies showed poor performance in
extracting the shape feature from the combinatorial shape-color
features during the test period (Fig. 3B,C). Together, these re-
sults imply that flies possess the ability to extract the abstract
category of shape, based on previous experience with that partic-
ular shape feature.

MBs are required for experience-dependent shape
feature extraction.
MBs are essential for some visual cognitive behaviors, such as
context generalization (Liu et al., 1999) and choice behavior
(Tang and Guo, 2001). To investigate MB function in this
experience-dependent visual feature extraction, the mutant flies
with miniature MBs (mbm1) and flies with MB ablation by HU
were used. As shown in Figure 4A, the effect of previous partial
training with the shape feature alone on the subsequent shape
feature extraction from the combinatorial shape-color features
was completely abolished in HU-treated flies (blocks 16 –18).
Furthermore, the MB-deficient (mbm1 and HU-treated) flies still
showed poor performance on the shape feature extraction
(blocks 10 –12), even after full training with the shape feature
alone (Fig. 4B). Statistical analysis demonstrated that the PIs in
both cases (partial and full training) were not significantly differ-
ent from zero for both MB-deficient flies (Fig. 4C). Consistent
with the finding that MBs are dispensable in Drosophila visual
and motor learning (Wolf et al., 1998), we also found that shape

Figure 2. Partial training enhanced shape features extraction. A, Previous exposure to the shape feature without training had
no effect on the extraction of shape feature in WTB flies. B, Partial training with the shape feature alone improved subsequent
shape feature extraction in WTB flies (blocks 16 –18), although this training did not result in significant memory for the shape
feature (blocks 6 – 8). C, WTB flies exhibited poor shape feature extraction after six blocks of conditioning with the shape feature
among objects with combinatorial shape-color features. D, Compared with previous exposure without training, partial training
significantly enhanced the shape feature extraction ability in both WTB and CS flies. Top right corner: brown, training periods;
yellow, test periods; green, test periods with new objects.
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recognition ability in the flight simulator was not affected in ei-
ther HU-treated or mbm1 flies (block 9) (Fig. 4B). In addition,
similar to the wild-type flies (Fig. 1B), the MB-deficient flies also
showed poor shape feature extraction performance in the ab-
sence of any previous experience with the shape feature (null
experience) (Fig. 4C). These results indicate that MBs are re-
quired for experience-dependent shape feature extraction in
Drosophila.

Previous studies in the flight simulator reported that the MBs
were essential for context generalization in Drosophila (Liu et al.,
1999). To exclude the possibility that a simple color change of
objects could disrupt recognition of the shape feature in MB-
deficient flies, two tasks were designed, including the addition of
a uniform color and two consistent colors to the objects after
shape conditioning. We found that when a uniform color (green
or blue) was added to all objects, MB-deficient flies were capable
of recognizing previously conditioned shape feature in the test

period, similar to the wild- type flies (Fig. 5 A, B). Further-
more, when the same color was added to the objects with the
same shape in a consistent manner, both MB-deficient flies as
well as wild-type flies still exhibited recognition of the previ-
ous shape feature during the test period (Fig. 5C,D). Thus, the
disruption of MB function affected the fly’s ability to extract
the shape feature only in the presence of a color feature that
was inconsistent with the shape feature. This further suggests
that the function of the MBs is not for simple feature recogni-
tion but for feature extraction from objects with complex and
confusing features.

Experience-dependent color feature extraction
In the last experiment, flies were required to extract the color
feature from objects with combinatorial shape-color features. For
those flies without previous experience of the color feature (null
experience group), both wild-type and MB-deficient (mbm1 and
HU-treated) flies exhibited poor color feature-extraction perfor-
mance after direct conditioning with the color feature among
objects with the combinatorial shape-color features (Fig. 6A).
Subsequently, three different levels of previous experience with
the color feature were introduced to flies. We found that previous
exposure to the color feature (green/blue horizontal bars) with-
out training slightly improved the color feature extraction ability
in wild-type flies but not in MB-deficient flies (Fig. 6B). This
color feature extraction ability was further strengthened in wild-
type flies exposed to partial and full previous training with the
color feature alone, whereas MB-deficient flies remained incapa-
ble of performing the task (Fig. 6C,D). Taken with the above
findings on shape feature extraction, previous experience with a
particular visual feature enhances extraction of that feature from
the multiple combinatorial features, and the MBs are required for
this experience-dependent visual feature extraction in
Drosophila.

Discussion
In the present study, using novel paradigms in the flight simula-
tor, we demonstrated that previous experience can enhance vi-
sual feature extraction in Drosophila, and MBs play an important
role in this experience-dependent visual feature extraction. Al-
though flies can be trained to recognize either the shape or color
features of an object independently (Tang and Guo, 2001), in the
present study, they exhibited a poor ability to directly extract
either shape or color features of objects with combinatorial color-
shape features (Figs. 1B, 5A). This poor performance may result
from the interference of other features. When the flies were
trained to extract the shape feature, such as upright Ts, coupled
with punishment, the association of the color feature with the
punishment also occurred simultaneously. During the test pe-
riod, the color feature would thus interfere with the fly’s abil-
ity to track the shape feature, leading to low PI scores. Prior
experience with a particular feature appears to have left an
imprint in the fly’s brain that facilitates subsequent training
for the extraction of that feature. In humans, the ability to
detect or identify objects that have been recently encountered,
a phenomenon known as priming, has been intensively stud-
ied (for review, see Milner et al., 1998). This imprint effect
may function as a primer. Therefore, even partial training can
enhance shape or color feature extraction from combinatorial
shape-color features in Drosophila.

To further examine a fly’s ability to learn objects with combi-
natorial shape-color features, we tried to design an even more
demanding task, in which flies were trained to learn the combi-

Figure 3. Previous experience with the shape feature but not a particular T shape enhances
shape feature extraction from combinatorial shape-color features. A, WTB flies were partially
trained with upright/inverted Ts in the shape-alone paradigm, and then they were reverse-
trained with inverted/upright Ts in the combinatorial shape-color paradigm. The flies showed
good shape feature extraction during the test period (marked with the red line). B, WTB flies
showed poor shape feature extraction after partially trained with green/blue color bars of iden-
tical heights. C, Statistical analysis revealed that previous experience with “reversed” training
Ts, but not green/blue “color” horizontal bars, could improve shape feature extraction. Top right
corner: brown, training periods; yellow, test periods; green, test periods with new objects.
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nation of the shape and color features, instead of one particular
shape or color feature. For example, only the green upright T is
dangerous, whereas the green reverted T or blue upright T is safe.
We found that flies still exhibited poor performance in this
feature-combined learning task (data not shown). As another
sample of complex training with combinatorial shape-color fea-
tures, Brembs and Wiener (2006) have shown that using color as
background rather than as a property of the visual object, flies can
successfully be trained in a biconditional task in which one pat-
tern (e.g., upright T) is safe in a blue background but dangerous
in a green background, whereas the other pattern (e.g., reverted
T) is safe in a green background and dangerous in a blue back-
ground. In addition to training protocols (11 min massed train-
ing vs 12 min spaced training), the main difference between the
previous and present studies is the method of color stimuli pre-
sentation. We used color stimuli as visual features of objects,
whereas Brembs and Wiener (2006) used color stimuli as the
background. As mentioned above, MBs are required for visual
pattern recognition after the environmental conditions are
changed (Liu et al., 1999). Our results showed that MB-deficient
flies remain capable of recognizing previously trained features
when new information is consistently added to the objects but

not to the background (Fig. 5). This find-
ing suggests that MBs might not be neces-
sary for basic object generalization when
the properties of an object are not altered
extensively. One possible reason for differ-
ent results of MB function in visual gener-
alization may be because of different ex-
perimental conditions, such as the spectral
properties of the color stimuli. A recent
report shows that the spectral properties
of the color stimuli are critical for visual
generalization and discrimination learn-
ing (Brembs and Hempel de lbarra, 2006).
In the present study, the chromaticity of
the color stimuli is broad and the lumi-
nance is adjusted to the human eye rather
than to that of the fly (Minolta LS-100 lu-
minance meter). Another possible reason
for different functions of the MBs in these
two generalization tasks is that neural
mechanisms underlying information pro-
cessing for the visual object and back-
ground might be different, which is also
consistent with the different results of
feature-combined learning paradigms be-
tween our study and a previous study
(Brembs and Hempel de lbarra, 2006;
Brembs and Wiener, 2006).

In the present study, we found that the
flies are capable of learning to recognize
the shape feature from combinatorial
shape-color features even when the partic-
ular feature value are reverse conditioned
(Fig. 3). This result implies that the flies
may possess the ability to extract the ab-
stract category of shape, beyond a particu-
lar shape. Another previous study in the
flight simulator showed that visual pattern
recognition in Drosophila is translation in-
variant in the retinal position (Tang et al.,
2004). Our results indicate that flies can

further distinguish the invariant feature from objects with mul-
tiple features. Thus, from the basic pattern recognition to the
abstract feature extraction, Drosophila exhibits good perfor-
mance at various levels of visual cognition. The circuit mecha-
nism underlying the abstract shape feature extraction should be
further explored.

Previous studies reported that MB lesions led to an increase in
general motor activity in both crickets (Huber, 1955) and fruit
flies (Martin et al., 1998). Considering the function of MBs in
experience-dependent feature extraction and other visual cog-
nitive behavior (Liu et al., 1999; Tang and Guo, 2001), we
propose that MBs are the brain center for comparing previous
experience and incoming sensory inputs and for implement-
ing a “gating” mechanism that inhibits unrelated or alterna-
tive information while amplifying experience-related signals
of the relevant input. In addition to the MBs, this experience-
dependent visual feature extraction may also require other
brain regions, such as the central complex. However, it is dif-
ficult to determine the importance of the central complex for
experience-dependent visual feature extraction, because its
impairment directly influences visual pattern memory in
Drosophila (Liu et al., 2006).

Figure 4. MBs are required for experience-dependent shape feature extraction in Drosophila. A, Previous partial training with
the shape feature alone has no effect on shape feature extraction in HU-treated flies. Brown, training periods; yellow, test periods;
green, test periods with new objects. B, Both MB-deficient (mbm 1 and HU-treated) flies also showed poor shape feature extraction
(blocks 10 –12) after full training with the shape feature alone. Note that MB-deficient flies showed learning for shape feature
alone (block 9). C, Without (null) or with (partial and full) previous experience of the shape feature, MB-deficient flies exhibited
poor performance on shape feature extraction among objects with combinatorial shape-color features, as indicated by PIs close to
zero ( p � 0.05).
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Previous experience is essential for reg-
ulating current and future behaviors in
various species (Hofmann and Stevenson,
2000; Levine et al., 2002; Hebda-Bauer et
al., 2005). In addition, recent studies have
shown a growing interest in discovering
cognitive behaviors in fruit flies and its rel-
atives (Greenspan and Van Swinderen,
2004). For example, honeybees possess
the ability to perceive symmetrical ob-
jects (Giurfa et al., 1996) and to discrim-
inate the abstract concepts of “same-
ness” and “difference” (Giurfa et al.,
2001). We are interested in the combi-
nation of these two fields of studies to-
gether: previous experience and cogni-
tive behaviors in insects. Our findings
demonstrated that even a simple visual
cognitive process, such as visual feature
extraction, is highly dependent on pre-
vious visual experience. Armed with the
powerful genetic manipulations of Dro-
sophila, we believe that studying the
neural circuit mechanisms underlying
such experience-dependent visual pro-
cesses in Drosophila may contribute to
our understanding of high-level cogni-
tive behaviors in general.
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Figure 6. Experience-dependent color feature extraction in Drosophila. A, The visual stimuli included four objects with the
same color feature but different shape feature in opposite quadrants. All flies without previous experience exhibited poor color
feature extraction ( p � 0.05). B, The wild-type flies (WTB and CS) exhibited slightly positive preference indices (PIs) for color
feature extraction after previous exposure to the color feature without training (16 min; green/blue bars). The PIs in MB-deficient
(mbm 1 and HU-treated) flies were not significantly different from zero. C, Partial training with the color feature alone further
improved color feature extraction in wild-type flies but not in MB-deficient flies. D, Full training also had positive effects on color
feature extraction in wild-type flies, but not in MB-deficient flies. Red horizontal lines depict the PIs shown in the figures. Top left
corner: brown, training periods; yellow, test periods; green, test periods with new objects.
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